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VetProWeb User Training

VetProWeb – Typical VSR Work Flow

The typical work flow for the case where a veteran requires a new VA Form to be completed and filed with the VA will be similar to this:

1. Reception: The veteran is greeted and entered into the Reception Queue. If the veteran’s record already exists in the database, the VSR helping the veteran is taken to that record. If the veteran is not already in the database, a new record is created during the Reception process.

2. Interview: The veteran is helped by a Service Officer, who "selects" the veteran from the Reception Queue and is "taken" to the Veteran Demographic screen. If necessary, new demographic information is entered on the demographic page. Dependents (spouse and children) may be entered at this time.

3. VA Form: The Service Officer assists the veteran while the primary VA Form is completed. The Form is selected from the VA Form/Claim Activity page. This will automatically create a Claim Activity record behind the scenes which will be linked to the saved VA Form.

4. The VSR may visit (edit) the Claim Activity screen to select Claimant (dependent), set the Diary Date, enter College information, etc.

5. Add attached documents (scans) to the Claim Activity. In most cases the primary VA Form will include supporting Forms that will be filled in at the same time. In some cases the VSR may select and fill in additional forms. These forms may be printed, scanned and attached to the Claim Activity also.

... And possibly at some later time:

6. Print a Diary (Tickler) Report that includes this Claim Activity.

7. Visit the Claim Activity screen to View the associated VA Form.

8. Open the veteran’s record and enter a Case Note documenting new activity on the case.

9. Edit the Claim Activity screen to update Claim status or enter Award information.

The remainder of this Training Guide will cover each element of the Work Flow listed above.
The Reception Queue

VetProWeb has been “upgraded” to provide San Bernardino with capabilities similar to those in VCMS. This section describes the new Reception Queue functionality:

View of the Queue

The user will be taken to the Reception Queue grid immediately after logging in. It looks like this:

![Reception Queue Grid](image)

The [View] will be for the office at which the logged in user normally works. The Reception Queue for other offices or all offices is also available. The default sort order is by the [Visit Status], organized so that the clients waiting for service are at the top of the list.

The Reception Queue grid will contain a record for each visitor entered during the current day. Previous days may be included by changing the [Date Filter] value above the grid.
Inserting a new Visitor Record into the Reception Queue:

To insert a new visitor the user clicks on the [Insert] button at the top right of the Reception Queue grid:

A new Visitor record will open:
[Visitor Last Name] Validation:

The [Visitor Last Name] field label is red indicating that a visitor last name must be entered for the record to be saved. When the last name has been entered, the [Save] buttons will become active.

The [Visitor Relationship] is a drop-down:

![Visitor Relationship Drop-down]

The value of [Claim Related] defaults to checked as shown. Veteran identification fields are shown.

![Veteran Fields]
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Linkage to a Record in the Veteran Table:

When [Veteran SSN] data is entered, the application determines if there is a match in the database. If there is a match, when the user tabs out of the SSN field, the Linked Veteran name is shown and the Veteran Name fields are filled in.

The Veteran Name fields on the Visitor record are updated with the values of those in the veteran database table.

If there is not a match with the Veteran SSN in the database, no action is taken after leaving the [Veteran SSN] field, but the User is alerted that both first and last names for the veteran must be entered in addition to the SSN for a new veteran record to be created.
When there is no SSN match, the user may cause a new veteran record to be created by entering both veteran's First and Last names. Upon leaving the [Last Name] field, another attempt is made by the application. If there is no match to the Veteran SSN in the database *and* there has been data entered for *both* the first and last names, a new veteran record (folder) will be created. On return, the Linked Veteran field will be displayed to confirm there is a veteran folder.

If either the veteran is found or a new veteran record is created, the veteran SSN field is disabled from further editing.

**Other Information Requested by the Visitor:**

When the visit is "Claim Related" (the default) you will see the veteran information entry fields as described above:

![Visit Form](image)
However if you un-click the "Claim Related" checkbox, the veteran entry fields are hidden and a section many current VetProWeb users find useful is displayed:

![Visit Form](image)

This section of check boxes can be used to track non-claim related services provided to the visitor.
**Seen By:**

On entry of a new Visitor record, the [Seen By] field is blank by default, but a VSR may be selected from a drop-down list.

**Arrival Date:**

And the arrival date may be edited if necessary.
Work Flow Using Buttons below the Reception Queue Grid

The buttons below the grid deliver the Reception Queue work flow functionality.

If the visitor has come for a claim-related purpose, the row in the grid will show the name of the veteran in the database which has been linked to the visitor, as described above. The VSR will usually select the top green entry in the Reception Queue as that visitor has been waiting the longest.

Visit Log Report

The VSR may want to review the history of previous visits for the veteran. To do so, the Service Officer will click on the checkbox at the left side of the row in the Reception Queue grid for the selected veteran. This will highlight the row – grey. Then click on the [Veteran Visit Log] button at the right end of the buttons below the grid.
A new window will open up with a report listing all visits by the veteran, most recent at the top:


That report may be printed or saved as a PDF if desired. The report can be closed by closing the report window when done.
**Interview:**

To begin the interview with the claim-related visitor, the Service Officer will click on the checkbox at the left side of the row (highlighting the row -- grey) ... and then click on the [Interview] button:

This will stamp the visitor record with the time seen, change the status to "Interviewing", identify the user as the VSR seeing the visitor and open the veteran’s folder from which other related data may be entered and VA Forms completed.

**Seen By:**

If the visitor has not been linked to a veteran or there is no need to conduct an interview, the visitor row in the grid may be highlighted and the [Seen By] button below the grid clicked. That click will cause the [Seen By] field in the visitor record to be filled in with the name of the user who clicked the button.

The [Time Seen] value will be time-stamped. If the user who has actually assisted the visitor was not the person who clicked the [Seen By] button, the person who clicked the button should open the visitor record and select the VSR who helped the visitor.

If the visitor has been helped and the visit is completed, the [Completed] button should be clicked to complete the record. The record may need to be opened to add a note about the resolution of the visit.
Monitoring Reception Status - Auto Refresh:

Users are able to monitor the current status of visitors in the Reception area while doing other work. The grid includes [Wait Time], which is automatically calculated as the number of minutes elapsed between the current time and the [Arrival Time]. A user may open the application to the Reception Queue grid and leave her screen on that View.

Browsers do not automatically refresh by themselves, however, so we have provided an "auto refresh" function - accessible in the top left corner of the screen:

![Auto Refresh Screen]

To set her screen to automatically refresh every 5 minutes, the user will change the [Rate] number to "5" and click the [Off] field. The refresh status will change to "On" and a white border around the function will blink.

![Auto Refresh On]

The screen (grid) will then refresh itself automatically every five minutes. However, be aware that any activity in the browser will turn auto-refresh Off so you may need to turn it back on after doing some other activity in that browser window.
Minutes Waited:

The number of minutes waited will increase while the visitor is waiting, but remain fixed after he is seen:

Completed:

When the visitor has been helped, either in an interview or otherwise and is done, a user may select the visitor record by clicking the checkbox at the left end of the row and click the [Completed] button. This click will time-stamp the [Time Completed] value in the visitor record.

Reset to Waiting:

Administrative users will see a [Reset to Waiting] button below the grid. [Reset] will completely reset the visitor record with respect to times as if it had just been entered, however visitor name, veteran linkage, notes and other data is preserved.

This button will be visible only to administrative (and above) users.

This completes the section on the Reception Queue.
VSR Diary Report

This section describes the Tickler or “Diary” report for a VSR.

To view your Diary Report, let your mouse hover over the [User: ####] menu on the left side of the screen:

... and select [Reports].

The User Reports page will be displayed.

Click on “MyDiary” to produce your caseload diary report.
You will be asked to enter a date range:

![Date Range Input]

And the report will be generated:

![Report Example]
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Veteran View Elements

This section describes the application functions available when a veteran has been selected. Most users will spend a majority of their time in the “Veteran View” portion of the application. This is where essential veteran demographic information is entered. In addition: Case notes, or “Contacts” are entered here. Claim Activities are entered under the veteran view. Award information is entered here. Information on a veteran’s dependents is entered here. If a VA Form needs to be filled out, that will be done by selecting the proper form under the veteran view. If a transmittal or other form letter needs to be generated for the veteran, it will be done under the veteran view.

Veteran Navigation Element:

In most cases, a veteran is “selected” during the Reception Queue “flow”. Other times, you may go directly to the veteran grid and search for the veteran of interest. Once you have selected a Veteran, the Veteran information is stored in your Session State and the veteran sub-navigation menu elements are displayed:

```
Veteran: Mouse, Mickey M 0

New VA Form-ClaimActivity: 2
Claim Activities
Contacts/Case Notes: 0
Enter Dependents: 0
San Bernardino Ltrs

Release
```

The bold outline of the whole navigation box indicates that we are viewing the Veteran Page.
Veteran Sub-Navigation

There are 5 sub-menu items associated with each Veteran. Four of these menu items take you to grids of records related to the specific veteran: Claim Activity Grid, Contacts Grid, Dependent Grid and the “New VA Form-Claim Activity”. The “San Bernardino Lttrs” link gives you the ability to generate form letters in Microsoft Word™ containing data from the veteran’s record.

The Release menu item takes you back to the veteran grid.

The “New VA Form-Claim Activity” menu link is the primary place where a new claim activity is initiated, including creation of the VA Form linked to that claim activity. We will describe that in detail below, however first we look at the veteran “master” demographic page.

Veteran Page:
The Veteran screen contains demographic data on the veteran including, “Personal Information”, "Military Service" and "Other".

![Veteran Form](image-url)
The “Personal Information” section looks like this:

![Personal Information Table]

You may use the Tab key to move from field to field. Certain fields have drop-down lists of choices to select from. The choices can be easily “customized” so just let your “VetPro coordinators” know what might be needed and we will take care of it. Date fields have a "calendar-picker". Social Security number and Phone number fields are self-formatting; you only need to enter the numbers, not the punctuation.

In VetPro, the [Sensitive] field means that the veteran’s case may only be seen by Administrator-level users. It will be blank by default, but an Administrator may set it to “Yes” or “No”. Once it has been set to “Yes”, the veteran’s record will only appear in a View called [SensitiveFiles], which is only available to Administrative users.

The Military Service section is shown below:

![Military Service Table]
Entry Date and Release Date have calendar-pickers:

Branch has a drop-down selection, as does Discharge:

The Verified checkbox means that the information is backed up by the veteran’s DD-214.
The “Other” section contains various information that is used on VA Forms so only needs to be entered once here:

![Image showing the 'Other' section with various drop-down values and input fields.]

The standard drop-down values are shown below. Please let us know if your requirements are different:

![Image showing the drop-down menus for Education Level and Income Range.]
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The POW checkbox allows you to track veterans who have been POWs:
The Caution checkbox means that the veteran requires especially sensitive communications. When checked, the demographic screen will have a red border at the top to alert any VSR that may be helping this veteran:

![Caution checkbox](image)

After editing the veteran demographic page, you must click the [Save Changes] button to save your data changes. The fields in the blue area are maintained automatically:

![Edit screen](image)
Inserting a New Veteran:

In some cases, you may need to enter a new veteran “manually”. To insert a new Veteran, you click the “Insert” button at the top of the Veteran Grid:

The first step is to enter the new Veteran’s social security number. Each veteran is required to have a unique social security number in VetProWeb.

Enter the new Veteran's Social Security Number:

Each veteran must have a unique social security number. If there is a violation of the "unique" constraint, please try again or select [Veteran Cases] on the left.
In this example an existing social security number has been entered.

Since the entered social security number is not unique, when the “Save and Edit Full Veteran Record” button is clicked, the save function will fail and an Alert will appear.

At this point you know the veteran already exists in the database and you can return to the Veteran Grid by selecting “Veteran Cases” in the Navigation Bar on the left. (Remember that a “sensitive” case may not be in your “View”. If you are entering a new Veteran and just made a typo, enter the correct social security number and click the “Save and Edit Full Veteran Record” button. If the save function is successful, you will be taken to the new Veteran record View Page. Click the Edit Tab to enter the remaining data.
Entering a New Claim Activity

When the veteran’s demographic data has been entered, a new Claim Activity may be initiated by clicking the [New VA Form-ClaimActivity] link to the left of the demographic page:

The Claim Activity “grid” page will be displayed:
The first step is to click on the [Select a PDF Form – Claim Activity] drop-down. A list of possible claim activities is presented. This is a long list, listed alphabetically by form, so you can reach the form you are interested in by typing the initial part of the form name:

In this screen shot, we have typed “21-526 ...” Scrolling down from there takes us to the 21-526EZ.
Clicking on that form name will fill the “selection”.

Next, add a short description of the reason the form is being filed:

Then click the [Open New PDF Form] button.
The VA Form will be opened and the veteran demographic data will be auto-filled:

You may click into the fields on the form and fill them in. Use [Tab] or click to navigate through the fields.

When the form has been completed, click one of the [Save Form] buttons you will find at the top or bottom of a page:
You will be returned the VA Form-Claim Activity grid and the new form will be at the top of the grid (the 21-526EZ is highlighted below):

For reference, this “location” is a place to see all of the VA Forms that have been filed for this veteran. Each VA Form is also associated with a Claim Activity.

The [Form Tag] is a short description of the reason the form was filed. It may be changed after the form has been saved by highlighting the row and clicking the [Change Tag] button.

Enter the new text and click the [OK] button.
After filling in the VA Form, click on the [Claim Activities] menu link on the left to open the grid of all Claim Activities created for this veteran. The list of Claim Activities and the list of VA Forms are the same, but the Claim Activity grid below is focused on tracking everything about the claim itself.

![Claim Activity Grid](image)

The most recent activity is at the top. Clicking on the 21-526EZ gives us the Claim Activity page. There are several parts to the screen, which is displayed on the next page:
This is the place where nearly all information about the claim is tracked. Each section of the page is described below.
The top two sections are informational only:

The veteran information is for reference. The Claim Activity is the one chosen when the VA Form was filled in. Information that is relevant to the DVS-19 “audit report” is displayed for reference below. Note that a “Medi-Cal” claim is only valid if the veteran has an auditable AidCode on record.

The next section has additional information about the Claim Activity:

The Activity Date was set when the VA Form was created but this date can be changed. The Entry Location is the location the user was in when logged in to create the VA Form.

A Claimant/Dependent can be selected from a drop-down list of dependents entered for the veteran.
The Claim Note is a short description of the Claim Activity. The default value can be edited.

The Claim Status defaults to “Pend” ing but can be manually changed if appropriate:

If award information is entered (below) the status will be automatically changed to “Awarded”.

The Suspense (Diary) Date may be edited:
The next two sections give access to the VA Form that was created when the Claim Activity was created and allow you to enter award information:

Clicking on the [View Attached PDF Form] button opens the form:

Use your browser’s back arrow to return to the Claim Activity record.
The Award information that is tracked consists of:

- **Post Date**: The date the award information is posted in the database.
- **Award Date**: The Effective Date of the award.
- **Letter/Decision Date**: The date the VA generated the Award Letter.
- **SC Rating**: 80
- **Non-SC Rating**: Imp Pens
- **Updated SC Rating**:
- **Updated Non-SC Rating**:
- **Retroactive Amount**: $0.00
- **Monthly Amount**: $0.00
- **Lump Sum Amount**: $0.00
- **Prior Award Verified (Amount)**: $0.00
- **Zero Percent Rating Awarded**:

If there is an updated disability rating, the new information can be entered here.

For each type of Claim Activity, only certain types of monetary awards are possible. In the case of the 21-526EZ both Retro and Monthly amounts may be awarded. The award amounts can be entered here. For other claims, only a Lump Sum award may be obtained. For a CW-5 only a Prior Award Verified may be entered. The award fields are editable or not based on the Claim Activity to protect against errors.
Attaching Documents to a Claim Activity

While we have the Claim Activity record open:

We notice a sub-navigation link on the left side of the screen:
This is the link that allows us to attach all electronic files we may collect that are relevant to this claim.

Click on the [Attach Documents] link to open up the grid of attached documents:

![Attach Documents Grid](image1)

In this example there is already one document attached. Clicking on that row of the grid will open up the attached document so we can view it.

To attach a new document, click on the [Insert] button at the top right of the grid. That opens the attach documents dialogue:

![Attach Documents Dialogue](image2)
There are a large number of category choices:

Select a category, then enter a “transaction date” and a description of the document to be attached.

Then click on the [Browse] button to open the file dialogue:
Double-click on the file you want to attach and click [Save]. The file will be uploaded to VetPro and show up in the attached documents grid for this Claim Activity.

Clicking on the row in the grid will open the document for you to review, print or even save locally.
Other Functions in the Veteran Context

We have covered the creation of a new Claim Activity and entry of the associated VA Form. We have discussed the Claim Activity screen for tracking all aspects of the Claim itself and the process for attaching electronic files to the Claim Activity record.

We will now discuss entering case notes, adding dependents and creating a transmittal letter for the claims package.
Contacts or Case Notes

The Contacts table contains a record, or case note, for each “contact” that was made with the veteran or on behalf of the veteran. Open the Contacts grid by clicking on the “Contacts/Case Notes” link on the left side of the screen:

The grid page will open:
Click the [Insert] button to open a new case note:

Select the appropriate Type of Contact and enter the Location if appropriate. Enter the Contact Date, which will default to “today”.

If you would like this note to appear in your Contact Tickler Report, enter a “due date” as the Tickler Date.

Enter as lengthy a Contact Memo as necessary to document your work. And, click [Save] to save the case note.
Dependents

The Dependents table contains a record for each spouse or child or otherwise dependent person of the veteran. The reason to enter the dependents (other than for reference) is to be able to have their information “auto-filled” on VA forms.

Open the Dependents grid by clicking on the “Enter Dependents” link on the left side of the screen:

The grid page will open:
Click the [Insert] button to open a new dependent record:

The first and last names, the relationship to the veteran and the dependent’s SSN must be entered to save the record.
The Relationship field is a drop-down with a large number of selections. The POA field also has a large number of service organizations as selections. If the dependent is a college student, enter the college and the current academic year of enrollment.

The address will default to the veteran’s address.

When the record is completed and saved, the dependent will be available as a selection for “Claimant” on a Claim Activity record.

**Creating a Transmittal Letter**

Form letters are available under the link called “San Bernardino Lttrs”. When the link is clicked, the page of form letters will be displayed:
Only one sample letter has been created at this time: A transmittal cover letter to the CDVA representative at the Los Angeles VA Regional Office.
Clicking on the link to the letter will cause Microsoft Word™ to be opened on your desktop and the form letter loaded with the current veteran’s information inserted appropriately.

This sample letter was a copy of a Los Angeles CVSO cover letter and is on their stationery.
This concludes the User Training Guide.